
Breaking   Wave  
 

You   are   alone   in   a   room,   tired   and   mindlessly   flipping   the   arms   of   the   bound   creature   in   hand.    It  
is   a   never   ending   cycle   of   pages   flooded   with   words.    Words   you   don’t   care   about.    Most   words  
you   don’t   care   about   except  
the   words   you   hear  
on   an   unfortunately   marmalade   tinted   day.  
 
It   is   years   before   you   are   at   the   stern   but   you   already   feel   lost   at   sea.  
 
You   can’t   take   it   anymore.    Your   perfectly   planned   out   life   has   transformed   to   turmoil.    You   can  
not   think.    You   must   get   out.  
 
Everyone   seems   disappointed   in   you.   But   you   feel   you   have   no   other   choice.  
 
A   few   months   later   you   find   yourself   remembering   skills.    Those   skills   bring   painful   memories  
of   a   time   when   everyone   was   happy   together.    You   wonder   when.  
 
You   are   tired.    You   are   surrounded.  
 
But   for   now,   you   are   broken,   lost.  
 
When   you   get   back   home,   the   split   in   your   world   still   remains.    But   you   know   that   it   can   not   split  
you.    And   you   are   no   longer   tired.  

 



	 Needs			further			revision		 Satisfactory		 Outstanding		

Essay   Focus   +   Visual  
Image  

Lyrical   essay   and/or  
visual   image   do   not  
work   together   clearly/  
effectively   to  
represent   identity  
subject.   Treatment  
may   seem  
surface-level.  
Audience   is   not  
inspired   to   empathize  
with   the   subject.   

Lyrical   essay   and  
visual   image   work  
together   clearly,   but  
the   writer   could  
provide   a  
deeper/more   complex  
view   of   the   identity  
subject.   One   or   both  
textual   elements   could  
be   reworked   to   evoke  
a   more   powerful  
empathetic   audience  
experience.   

Lyrical   essay   and  
visual   image   work  
together   to   challenge  
the   reader   in   a  
compelling   way,  
capturing   the   identity  
subject’s   complexity  
and   creating   a  
powerful   empathetic  
audience   experience.   

Poetic   Language  Poetic   language   is  
vague   or   missing.   Or,  
metaphors   or   other  
poetic   language   fall  
into   cliche   territory.  
Or,   metaphors   or  
other   poetic   language  
are   not   appropriate  
representations   of   the  
subject   matter.   

Writer   employs   a  
couple   of   clear   and  
effective   poetic  
techniques,   but   they  
could   be   more   varied.  
Some   speci�ic   parts   of  
the   lyrical   essay   would  
bene�it   from   more  
poetic   language   or  
different   poetic  
techniques.   Apt  
metaphors   are  
present,   but   could   be  
more   speci�ic   or  
original.   

Writer   employs   a  
variety   of   poetic  
techniques   (eg.  
sensory   imagery,  
description,   �igurative  
language,   sound,  
allusion,   etc.)   to  
challenge   the   reader  
to   interpret   meaning  
and   enhance   sensory  
experience.  
Metaphors   are   fresh,  
original,   and   apt  
representations   of   the  
subject   matter.   

Narrative   Elements  Narrative   elements  
are   lacking   or   they   are  
disjointed   in   a   way  
that   obscures   the  
reader’s   ability   to  
engage   in   the  
interviewee’s  
experiences.   Narrative  
perspective   is   not   yet  
effective.   

Narrative   elements  
are   present,   conveying  
the   interviewee’s  
experiences   clearly.  
However,   narrative  
elements   could   be  
further   developed   to  
enhance   the   reader’s  
engagement   in   the  
interviewee’s  
experiences.   Narrative  
perspective   sustains  
the   reader’s   attention  
consistently.   

Narrative   elements  
(exposition,   con�lict,  
characterization,  
dialogue,   etc.)   engage  
the   audience   in   an  
interviewee's  
experiences.   Narrative  
perspective   is   highly  
effective,   lending  
cohesion   to   the   overall  
piece   and   allowing   the  
reader   to   “step   into  
the   shoes”   of   the  
interviewee(s).   



Mechanics  Lyrical   essay   contains  
many   errors   of  
spelling,   grammar,  
and/or   punctuation.  
Errors   affect   the  
reader’s   ability   to  
understand   the  
meaning   the   author   is  
trying   to   convey.  
Signi�icant   editing   will  
be   necessary   before  
this   text   is   ready   to   be  
published.  	

Lyrical   essay   contains  
a   few   errors   of  
spelling,   grammar,  
and/or   punctuation,  
which   can   easily   be  
�ixed   with   one   �inal  
round   of   editing.  	

Lyrical   essay   is   free  
from   errors   of  
spelling,   grammar,   and  
punctuation.  	

	 
Grade:			B+		

 
 
 


